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Product Launch of the New 1D & 2D Barcode  
Hands-Free Bluetooth™ Reader: TINYOM II 

 
 
Present for 25 years in the Automatic ID industry, TXCOM announces today 
the launch of the TINYOM II, 1D and 2D hands-free Bluetooth™ barcode 
reader. TINYOM II is designed with complete company know-how in terms 
of miniaturization and user-friendly ergonomics. 
 
It is designed to answer the requirements of the logistics and transportation 
industries. Our ultra-light and compact Bluetooth™ reader can be worn on 
the wrist, letting the operator be hands-free in order to manipulate and 
scan objects without any risk of joint strain. 

 
The TINYOM II will fulfill your needs with the following characteristics: 
 
 Hands free operation 

 

Improves productivity by 10 to 20% while reducing the risk of accidental drops due to the hands-free 
operation of the TINYOM II. Without any remote module on the fingers thus avoiding wires, our 
reader offers an ideal liberty of movement especially when preparing orders or loading parcels. 
 
 Multiple trigger modes 

 

In order to avoid constant use of the thumb, we developed multiple and intuitive trigger modes: 
standard thumb press / simple touch with any part of the body / moving the arm / rotating the 
wrist… 
 
 Extreme resistance 

 

Adapted to tough industrial environments, the polycarbonate selected to manufacture the TINYOM II 
is extremely resistant and can withstand drops, vibrations, repeated physical and thermal shocks. 
 
Learn more about the TINYOM II features and characteristics at the following link: 
  

http://txcom.fr/gb/product_02.php  
 

 
 
About TXCOM 
TXCOM is a French company that designs, manufactures and markets communication products. More 
specifically TXCOM specializes in thermal printing solutions for the receipt and ticket industry, innovative 
barcode readers for the Automatic Identification industry and digital signage solutions. 
 
 

Sales contact  
TXCOM – AXIOHM - +33 (0) 1 46 01 05 06 - contact@txcom.fr 
 

More information on our website: http://txcom.fr/gb/index.php 
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